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In the years following the War of 1812 imperial officials, for reasons of strategic and domestic concern, founded a series of towns along the route from Kingston to the Ottawa River. Three of the "military settlements", Perth, Richmond and Lanark, reflected aspects of an earlier town planning tradition in Upper Canada and enjoyed a limited success as the nuclei for a certain type of society. A fourth town, Bytown, was founded with less planning but quickly became the major urban centre in the Ottawa Valley. Conflicting aims of the military planners and the towns' civilians made Bytown's experience very different from the other three towns.
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Résumé

Après la guerre de 1812, pour des raisons stratégiques aussi bien que pour développer la colonie, les fonctionnaires de l’Empire construisirent des villes le long de la route reliant Kingston et la rivière des Outaouais. Trois de ces établissements militaires», Perth, Richmond et Lanark, inspirés d’une tradition urbanistique représentative de l’Amérique du Nord, n’eurent qu’un succès relatif, à défaut de posséder les caractéristiques qui auraient permis l’éclosion d’un certain type de société. Une quatrième ville, Bytown, ne fit pas l’objet d’une planification comparable mais devint rapidement le principal centre urbain de la vallée de l’Outaouais. Le manque de convergence entre l’urbanism militaire et les attentes de civils donna à son histoire un cours très différent de celui qui marqua les trois autres.

In the decade immediately following the War of 1812 the imperial government, for reasons of strategic policy, introduced a plan to assist and direct prospective settlers into unoccupied townships in eastern Upper Canada. The goal was to establish a loyal population in a strategically important area, a “country already too much inhabited by Aliens from the United States”.

The imperial government’s desire to plant towns in Upper Canada was reflected in the actions of both John Graves Simcoe and Lord Dorchester. Both had been active town planners who believed in the intrinsic need for urban centres and who envisioned an organic relationship between a town and the surrounding township. Simcoe believed that a rapid concentration of population, of obedient and loyal citizens was possible only through the action of the military in opening lines of transportation and establishing a network of urban centres much like the old Roman military colony. Town life not only facilitated settlement but also reinforced patterns of discipline and obedience.

In Upper Canada by the 1790s a number of towns had been created. Some, such as York (as laid out) and Kingston, had followed a simple grid plan while others, Niagara-on-the-Lake, Johnstown and Cornwall for example, were laid out in a much more formal Georgian pattern with public land reserved symmetrically throughout the grid. These towns would reflect the changing primacy from military to commercial concerns within imperial policy just as the exact spatial models were constantly evolving.
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and, to a lesser degree, in the Grenville area under Archibald McMillan were sizable numbers of people placed on the land and neither "leader" was very concerned about town growth. Wright, in fact, may have restricted Hull's growth through his tight control of land and his apparent disinterest in attracting a range of artisans and entrepreneurs to his town site.

Events had altered dramatically by 1815. The war had demonstrated the vulnerability of Upper Canada and the need for a more secure line of communication from Montreal to Kingston than that offered by the St. Lawrence. At the same time there were large numbers of demobilized soldiers to reward with land and post-war conditions in Britain made emigration look like a feasible means to ameliorate domestic problems. As early as September 1814 Lord Bathurst informed Sir George Prevost of the government's intention to settle officers and men of the Meuron and de Wattsville regiments plus British emigrants on strategically important areas of Upper Canada and to avoid "a thin and scattered population" in such areas. There had been discussions by 1815 of improving communication via the Rideau water system but initially the goal of the imperial government was the opening of "a grand military road" from Kingston to the Ottawa by way of a series of new settlements to be established. As late as September 1820 Lord Dalhousie believed that constructing a water route was "premature". Communications, in the early years, must be by land and that meant opening up the region and bringing in large numbers of settlers.

The result was the creation of three military settlements — Perth in 1816, Richmond in 1818, and Lanark in 1820 — as nuclei in the larger settlement scheme in which imperial considerations outweighed economic concerns. The first priority was to combine military and civilian elements in the new towns in order to establish "a loyal and war-like population on the banks of the Rideau and Ottawa". Function rather than form was the first priority assigned to the town and each was to act as a supply depot for the surrounding townships. These settlements would be under the direct control of the Commanding Officer of the Military Depart of the provincial government. The land was "for the purpose of location placed at the disposal of the Commander of the Forces" but the colonists would be under civilian jurisdiction. A military superintendent, secretary, and clerks were appointed to oversee the task of locating both military and civilian settlers. Most of the cost of the early settlement — the transportation of emigrants, rations and implements for all, payment for ministers and school teachers — came out of the military chest. Not surprisingly the societies of Perth and Richmond were dominated initially by half-pay officers. The demobilized soldiers turned-settlers, the British Ordnance Department's continued control of both land and largesse, plus the large numbers of justices of the peace drawn from the half-pay officers all reinforced the military authority in the new settlements. At the same time civilians of suitable social positions or occupations were also encouraged to help ensure the proper social leadership. Clergymen and teachers with the proper credentials would be paid a government salary.

A luxury possessed at least in theory by the planners of the three towns was the freedom to layout the townsite in any form they wished before any land was allocated. It allowed them to impose ment, with little impediment, contemporary attitudes reflecting town planning and, particularly, the roles for these towns. As a result the towns had similar spatial arrangements. Each town was laid out in the familiar grid pattern with broad streets cutting the town into blocks of four or six building lots of one acre each. Unlike most other government planned towns, these grids were imposed across small rivers which cut through each town diagonally. Location on a river was designed to facilitate communication between the town and the surrounding region but in all cases the rivers impeded growth in part of the townsite. In a departure from the 1789 regulations, no towns had a zone of land set aside for military purposes, although government reserves within the townsite were located on or close to the rivers. The military importance of the towns lay in the martial character of the colonists which they would attract rather than in any envisioned fortifications. Land for public purposes was allocated on the basis of topography and need rather than spatial symmetry. Each town had adjacent to it park lots which were set aside for the correct social élite. In the case of Perth and Lanark, twenty-five acre park lots were located in a block on one side of the townsite. Richmond, planned on a more grandiose scale and envisioned as the future metropolis of the Ottawa Valley, was ringed by ten acre rectangular town lots. The total area laid out was approximately two and a half square miles. Almost 120 park lots were laid out. Either it was believed that Richmond's future growth would support a large élite or the scale represented a more egalitarian impulse. The former is more probable.

Despite optimistic claims in the first decade all three towns fell short of their planners' expectations. Perth fared the best (or more accurately, the least worse). The pressure to get people on the land forced the surveying to be done quickly. Perhaps as a result the town plan was simple and the park lots were laid out in one large block. The actual layout of the townsite incorporated the topography (Map A). Major public buildings were clustered on a rise of land on the west side of town and close to the King's Stores and wharf on the Tay River. The planners of Perth reserved no land for fortifications, but rather sought strategic security by the nature of the settlers which they encouraged. Any "gentle man, or tradesman, or mechanic" could obtain a town lot on which he had to construct a house. It was a policy which was, in the short run, successful. By the fall of 1817 discharged soldiers and their families outnumbered civilian emigrants by two to
The military presence was further reinforced by the large number of half-pay officers who occupied local government offices. They included numerous magistrates and members of boards of education, the first sheriff, the first registrar, the first warden of Bathurst, the clerk of the peace, at least two members of the Assembly, and a legislative councilor. In 1820 it was estimated that the income of the half pay officers and pensioners in the Perth settlement amounted to at least £5000.

The list of persons who received the 25 acre park lots reflected the type of élite which the planners expected would control the town's future. At least eight of the thirteen were half-pay officers, three of whom became magistrates, two represented the county in the assembly, and one was appointed to the Executive Council. The civilian John A. Murdoch, a Roman Catholic teacher favoured by Superintendent Daniel Daverne, became an assistant to the Lanark superintendent. The Presbyterian minister William Bell, also a teacher, had come to Perth as part of a policy of allowing large bodies of emigrants bring over their own minister who would be paid by the government. Three civilians, John Greenly, John Hughes, and William James, received park lots farthest from the town centre and there is no evidence that they played a major role in the town's development.

In the early years Perth was the gateway to the newly opened township to the north and promised to become the "natural entrepot of the settlements on the St. Lawrence, and those of the Ottawa River". Once Perth was made the capital of the Bathurst District in November 1822 a new stimulus was added. The presence of a dozen government officials and a growing number of lawyers, the construction of a jail and court house, and the establishment of a fair at Perth all helped fuel the local economy. The opening of the Rideau Canal, however, undercut the potential for growth in Perth while at the same time reducing its importance as an imperial
outpost. Commerce and strategic concerns increasingly bypassed the town although the Tay Navigation Company's feeder canal allowed Perth limited access to larger markets. In 1841 the creation of a new district centred at Bytown further weakened Perth's importance. Although the population of Perth had reached almost 1600 by 1851, the decision of the Brockville and Ottawa Railway to by-pass Perth underscored its declining position in the Ottawa Valley. Growth within the town had slowed. As late as the 1860s the section of town from Sherbrooke to Irwin Streets had virtually no buildings. Nevertheless, even the limited growth of Perth revealed the value that control of the town's park lots gave to a few individuals. By 1880 all expansion outside the original townsire with the exception of one small area on the river was confined to a half dozen of the park lots (Map B). Control of the park lots and control of the town future development was in large part a legacy passed from the military superintendent to an élite group which he had selected.

Of all the towns Richmond least met its planners' expectations. This was to have been
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the major urban centre on the land route from the Ottawa to Kingston (Map C). In July 1818 Lt-Col Francis Cockburn had informed Sir John Sherbrooke of the need for an additional village to facilitate settlement in the new townships well beyond Perth. It should be located in Goulborn Township "with a view to the great object of opening a communication from the Ottawa to Kingston". Although he said that he would "follow as nearly as possible the same plan which was adopted at Perth" the much larger townsite and the symmetry of the park lots encircling the town suggest that more was expected of Richmond which would, as Dalhousie had predicted, "turn the tide of emigration into the Ottawa". By 1832 the Rideau Canal had sealed the town's fate. A critic described the village as being in a state of decay, and prominent early settlers were relocating in other valley towns. In 1851 only 434 people lived in the village. In 1825 the town's nucleus and the urban expansion beyond the original town plan was modest (Map D). The two sections of the townsite — East Town and West Town — each had 40 one-acre building lots. In addition to the twenty-five acre town lots on the north edge of town, there was an awareness of commercial necessities in the provision for ten acre lots "to be granted to mechanics only, to the cultivation of which they can turn their attention, when not fully occupied with their respective employments". Unlike Perth and Richmond, the town lots were not envisioned purely as a reward and encouragement for a socially desirable élite. It was, rather, a tacit recognition of the need to build commercial incentives into the town building process. Unlike the first two towns, only one or two half-pay officers ever settled in Lanark.

Despite encouragement, there is little evidence that the ten acre lots were laid out. By 1845 the only surveyed park lots lay in four tiers north of the town in square plots roughly 25 acres each and it is not clear how many of these had been taken up. Even the town lots were never fully occupied and the only urban expansion beyond the original town plan was a small group of buildings south of the bridge. Still, the military played a part in Lanark's early history. Colonel William Marshall directed the settlement for a decade, public improvements were carried out, and currency was injected into the local economy through transfers from the military chest. The military establishment lasted longer in Lanark than in the other two villages but that reflected weakness rather than strength. When the government aid was ended "the little settlement which had made such fair promise almost completely collapsed".

Even before the military establishments at Perth and Richmond were abolished on 24 December 1822 it was clear that although they had enjoyed moderate success, the strategic impetus for their founding had waned. The failure to build a military road from the Ottawa to Kingston and the construction of the Rideau Canal rendered these planned towns obsolete in any strategic sense of defence.
sense, undermined their commercial viability, and effectively ended continued government assistance. By 1830 the long term costs involved in establishing and maintaining these urban outposts had become clear. Concurrently, the apparent need for them, given better Anglo-American relations and vastly increasing British emigration to Upper Canada faded.

The location of the three towns in an area of marginal agricultural resources restricted their potential for commercial growth and left them as small service centres in an economic backwater. Even the military ethos which Dalhousie had fostered never matched expectations. The military's influence among many early settlers was weakened by the revelation in June 1819 of mismanagement by the Perth military secretary, David Daverne. Furthermore while a majority of incoming settlers were civilians from Britain, within the settlements it was the discharged soldiers, excluding officers, who most frequently left. In Perth and elsewhere, the military officials' arbitrary powers and pretensions grated on some of the civilian élite, although for most of the first generation half-pay officers were strongly represented among the district's justices of the peace and elected representatives. It would not be until the end of the 1830s that a new commercial élite would dominate valley politics. At the same time that the completion of the Rideau Canal undermined the strategic importance of Perth and Richmond, it heightened British officials' awareness of the potential importance of Bytown. As a result the Ordnance Department sought to retain and expand its control of the village which it had initiated with little thought, in 1826. In its early years Bytown combined features common to both the planned and organic town. In addition, it clearly underscored the competing military and commercial interests behind the construction and direction of the town's raison d'être — the Rideau Canal.

Bytown was originally conceived as merely a small military depot with a limited strategic
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role in a location selected by default. The military initially favoured a site on the Ottawa which would be more defensible in time of war — either near the Grenville locks or at the "Petit Nation River on the North of the Ottawa [sic]." If it became necessary to build a depot close to the mouth of the Rideau, the military advisor strongly recommended the left bank of the Gatineau River. Even after Lord Dalhousie decided to establish a village on the Upper Canadian side near the proposed canal entrance, the initial site preferred, Richmond Landing, was unacceptable because of its owner’s exorbitant price. The only alternative was a block of 415 acres owned by Hugh Fraser to the east of Le Breton’s land. In 1823 Dalhousie paid Fraser £750 for his land. Major Eliot then advised that before any village was laid out, land should be reserved to best secure the defense of the depot. The key to any defence of the depot and canal was the height of land later known as Barrack Hill plus another rise just to the east. Military interest caused this site to be held as a reserve, an act which effectively divided the townsite into two villages. No attempt was made to lay out a Georgian town plan, because there was little expectation of significant settlement here, nor would it have been possible given the land held in reserve by the Ordnance Department and the amount of swamp land in the remaining townsite. In a critical departure from earlier policy, land in Bytown was not given, or sold, outright to settlers but rather leased out. By had been advised that town planning should avoid "interfering with the means of defence which it might be necessary to adopt . . . particularly if it should be contemplated to make it a place of importance".

Both Lord Dalhousie and Colonel John By had hoped to dictate the social fabric of the town as well as its spatial form by encouraging "half pay officers and respectable people to apply for lots." It was hoped that Bytown’s society would resemble Perth’s. The economic opportunities offered by Bytown attracted settlers and By quickly found that the initial terms of settlement being offered had been too generous. Perpetual leases on four acre lots at £2/6 per year were first offered and many in Upper Town took up. A rudimentary survey in 1826, however, revealed that there was simply not enough usable land and future lots were restricted to 66 feet by 198 feet with the condition that a house 30 feet square be built within six months. When it was evident that speculators were taking up these lots, By made further changes. Lots would be leased for 30 years at rents between £4 and £9. The lease could be renewed if the lease holder wished with an increase of no more than one fourth of the original ground rent. At least 108 such leases were granted and revenues were used by Colonel By for such public improvements as building a market place.

Much of the swamp land in what became Lower Town had initially not been considered by Colonel By as suitable for lots, but pressure for land forced him to order the draining of the swamp in the spring of 1827. As the best sites were drained they were quickly allotted. As a result of By’s changing policy, by 1828 there was great disparity among leaseholders. Some, predominantly in Upper Town, held large lots in the best area for a small perpetual rent. Those tenants were most often politically conservative, Anglo-Protestants, and similar to the type of settlers encouraged in the planned villages. In Lower Town some of the best lots were held by men with close ties to the Ordnance Department. In contrast, tenants with no connections held smaller, less advantageously sited lots for higher rents and on a shorter lease. The result was widespread dissatisfaction. When the dissatisfied leaseholders, many of them French Canadians, pet tioned, the government was not sympathetic, and accepted Colonel By’s argument that the leaseholders knew the conditions in advance.

The Ordnance Department had, by then, re-evaluated the importance of Bytown and wished to tighten the control which it had there. When Dalhousie had first authorized the granting of lots, By wrote in 1831, there had been no idea of fortifying Bytown. Once the land had been cleared, however, the advantage of the position was so evident, that it became a subject of regret that Deed Lots had been granted, and I now take the liberty of suggesting, that in all new Leases a Clause should be inserted, barring all claims for damages that may arise to buildings erected in future on the Said Town Lots, in consequences of war; and for this reason, I am respectfully of opinion the Lots should never be sold, or held on any other terms than they are now granted . . . .

Even as late as 1838 proposed fortifications dividing Upper and Lower Town on an Ordnance Department map (Map E) reflected the military’s hopes for Bytown.

The growth of Bytown, which in the late 1820s was striking, revealed two separate themes — the town’s success as a commercial centre and the Ordnance Department’s unsuccessful attempt to maintain control of the townsite. Indeed the town’s very success increased the Ordnance’s desire to gain spatial control and, in late 1826, it cancelled the leases on a series of lots east of Bank Street. (Map F) By 1830 the population of the town was approxi mately 3,000 and much of Rideau and Wellington Streets were built up. Entrepreneurs were promoting urban expansion on property which they owned adjacent to the original government purchase. Given the absence of park lots, these men would control the future expansion of the town. Lewis Sherwood and John LeBreton promoted a village adjoining the Richmond Landing but their venture was handicapped by its location and by the government’s animosity towards LeBreton. More successful were Nicholas Sparks, and later L. J. Besserer, who developed and sold land south of Welling ton and Rideau Streets. Across the Rideau River at New Edinburgh, Thomas MacKay had developed
a mill site at the Rideau Falls into a thriving industrial village complex. It would be the 1850s before these areas contained a significant population, but they established the blueprint for a series of satellite developments, each laid out in a grid pattern and expanding outward from the original town survey. All were attractive alternatives because, unlike the Ordnance land, lots could be purchased outright.

As Bytown became more a commercial entrepôt servicing the Ottawa timber trade rather than the imperial outpost which officials had envisioned and as the importance of the canal grew, conflict between the Ordnance Department and Bytown citizens became more frequent. This struggle contrasted sharply to the willingness of the military to divest itself of responsibility for Perth, Richmond and Lanark. Leaseholders in Bytown began petitioning as early as 1829 to be allowed to buy land outright in the town while some individuals refused to pay their rents. The need to build a court house in Bytown raised the issue of its proper location. A building commission appointed to select a site ultimately decided against land held by the Ordnance Department which must be leased and approved a location south of Rideau Street on land owned by Nicholas Sparks. One factor in the commissioner’s decision was the desire to avoid Ordnance involvement.

Nicholas Sparks, the owner of the land chosen, had become a central figure in the struggle between the Ordnance Department and Bytown citizens over land held theoretically for canal purposes. In 1827 Bytown had appropriated without compensation 84 acres of Sparks’ land directly south of Barrack’s Hill under the provision of the Rideau Canal Act. What was not used was to be returned to Sparks. The Ordnance Department continued to hold the land in hopes that a citadel might be constructed but only on the spurious argument that a canal basin might be excavated there. Upper Town merchants, who wanted this prime commercial property available for private sale, were outraged.

The election of 1841 in Bytown illustrated the extent to which Ordnance control disenfranchised most townspeople. Although Bytown’s population was about 4,000, only 81 people voted. An extended franchise might have threatened the Ordnance’s control of Barrack’s Hill, Sparks’ land, and even Lot No. 0 north of Lower Town. Furthermore, it was argued, widespread leaseholding discouraged prospective settlers. The confusion over ownership and the legality of Ordnance control had encouraged squatters who occupied lots, erected flimsy structures, and refused to pay any rent. In order to correct the problems created by both squatters and leaseholders whose rents were in arrears, the Ordnance Department lobbied the Canadian government in 1843 for an act legalizing its control of land in Bytown. The move backfired. In December 1843, an act was passed vesting control of crown land within Bytown in the Ordnance Department but with the provision that land not needed for the Rideau Canal would be returned to the original parties. The Ordnance grudgingly began in 1844 to dispose of land in Bytown to leaseholders, while Sparks launched a successful campaign to get his vacant land back.

By late 1847, not only had Sparks’ land been returned to him but also 327 new deeds or leases had been issued covering 437 town lots. Another 177 vacant lots remained to be sold or leased by the Department. A new commercial area in Upper Town emerged now as a potential rival to the mercantile complex around Sussex and Rideau Streets. Now that the uncertainties of land ownership had been resolved and much of Bytown was held in freehold, the way was open for the town’s incorporation. No longer would the Ordnance Department and appointed magistrates easily dictate the course of events. Nevertheless Ordnance opposition to Bytown’s incorporation in July, 1847 forced a new one in 1850 and it continued to control the canal and local bridges.

Even after the Ordnance’s domination of Bytown had ended, the effects of its early town planning remained. The segmentation of the town, the class and ethnic make-up of Upper and Lower Town, and the satellite urban developments were all a product of the Ordnance’s early activity. Within Lower Town itself the first area surveyed between Sussex and King Streets differed markedly from the eastern half centred on Anglesea Square. Throughout Lower Town there was a disincentive to construct substantial buildings before the Vesting Act. Only in the mid-1840s did stone and brick begin to replace the cheap wooden housing which had dominated the town in the first decades.

The early decades of the four towns studied revealed two very different imperial policies. The first, as practiced in Perth, Richmond and Lanark, used the towns as agents of settlement in a scheme to create a loyal British society in eastern Ontario. Events in 1837 and afterwards suggest that the policy was generally successful. Long term involvement in town life was not envisioned and the creation of the Rideau Canal made it unnecessary in any event. These towns continued a tradition of earlier town planning in Upper Canada. The policy applied to Bytown, however, was different. On one hand the surprisingly rapid growth of the town outstripped imperial planning and explained much of the dissatisfaction over both leasing arrangements and the military’s influence. The very fact that in Bytown the imperial agent was the Ordnance Department, a body with substantial administrative autonomy and a proprietary attitude towards fortification and structures, helps explain why the military wished to act as Bytown’s trustee. Finally, by the late 1830s the Rideau Canal had demonstrated its importance just as events raised concerns about its security. In the imperial mind it made Bytown essential. The other towns were merely useful.
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